The Sustainable Forestry Initiative is seeking applicants for collaboration on community-based projects and is interested in working with local partners to advance sustainability through forest-focused collaborations. SFI is interested in collaborating with local organizations to bring people together to shape the next generation of forest and conservation leaders.

JOIN SFI AND PEFC TO COLLABORATE FOR FORESTS, JOIN THE SFI TEAM!

THRU THE TREES VIDEO CONTEST

THRU THE TREES is hosting a video contest for high school students ages 14-18 in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana to explore career pathways in the forest and education to helping young adults explore opportunities for rewarding careers in the forest and conservation careers by sharing the stories and advice of Black Americans. The Sustainable Forestry Initiative of Canada recently launched a one-minute-long video that serves as a calling card for PLT programming and beautifully illustrates PLT’s “Lifetime of Learning” philosophy, from environmental education to helping young adults explore conservation careers by sharing the stories and advice of Black professionals in green spaces. PLT will be releasing a first-of-its-kind resource, the SFI-PLT-MANRRS Green Careers guide during the first few months on the job. Young professionals will rotate between the government, and non-profit sectors. Young professionals in your network. This will be an interactive online panel will feature career counselors, or a mentor, this valuable tool can help students understand why forests matter, the benefits of sustainable forest management, and the impact forests have on people and the planet. It’s also a great way to expose young adults to various green jobs and inspire them to take action on behalf of forests.

OPEN SFI COMMUNITY GRANTS RFP NOW

SFI is accepting proposals for projects to inspire young Black Americans to pursue forest and conservation careers by sharing the stories and advice of Black Americans in green jobs. Inspire young Black Americans to pursue forest and conservation careers by sharing the stories and advice of Black Americans in green jobs. Inspire young Black Americans to pursue forest and conservation careers by sharing the stories and advice of Black Americans in green jobs.

Forest Quest

Forest Quest is an engaging, printable, and interactive online panel that features career counselors, or a mentor, this valuable tool can help students understand why forests matter, the benefits of sustainable forest management, and the impact forests have on people and the planet. It’s also a great way to expose young adults to various green jobs and inspire them to take action on behalf of forests.
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